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(57) A broadband network gateway (BNG) controller
is described that includes a network subscriber database
(NSDB) and one or more core applications. The NSDB
is configured to store vBNG instance information for one
or more subscriber devices. The vBNG instance infor-
mation specifies vBNG instances operable by one or
more edge routers. The vBNG instances are configured
to receive requests to access service provider services
from the one or more subscriber devices and to selec-

tively authenticate the one or more subscriber devices
for network services based on authentication information
included in the requests to access services provider serv-
ices. The one or more core applications include a network
instance and configuration manager (NICM). The NICM
is configured to modify the vBNG instance information at
the NSDB to include an additional vBNG instance and to
output, to an edge router, an instruction to generate the
additional vBNG instance at the edge router.
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Description

PRIORITY CLAIM

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pat-
ent Application No. 15/890,589, filed February 7, 2018,
the entire content of which is incorporated herein by ref-
erence.

FIELD AND BACKGROUND

[0002] The present disclosure relates to computer net-
works and, more specifically, to improving an operation
of edge routers operating as broadband network gate-
ways.
[0003] Large-scale applications geographically distrib-
uted over large areas often process large distributed da-
tasets that require massive data transfer over a wide area
network. Service provider networks typically provide an
extensive network infrastructure to support packet-based
data services offered for use by subscribers. The network
infrastructure typically includes a vast collection of broad-
band network gateways (BNGs) that facilitate subscriber
access to a wide area network (e.g., the Internet). These
BNGs, which may also be referred to as "access devic-
es," may execute various protocols and exchange sign-
aling messages to anchor and manage subscriber ses-
sions and communication flows associated with the sub-
scribers.

SUMMARY

[0004] Particular aspects are defined in the appended
independent claims. Various optional embodiments are
set out in the dependent claims.
[0005] In general, techniques are described for ena-
bling a consolidated self-driven deployment of "virtual"
broadband network gateways (vBNGs). Rather than pro-
visioning a physical BNG for each access point of a wide
area network, a service provider network may include a
self-driven BNG controller that elastically provisions
vBNG instances to satisfy subscriber demand. For ex-
ample, the BNG controller may increase a number of
vBNG instances provisioned on edge routers of a wide
area network when existing vBNG instances have
reached or are approaching a subscriber capacity. After
increasing the number of vBNG instances provisioned
on the edge routers, the BNG controller may load balance
the vBNG instances. In this way, edge routers may be
dynamically configured with vBNG instances without us-
er intervention.
[0006] In some examples, a BNG controller manages
BNG instances (e.g., physical, virtual, etc.). These vBNG
instances may manage subscriber logins for network
subscribers and may terminate network subscribers by
the authenticating to provide subscriber services such
as, but not limited to, for example, Internet connection,
a firewall, a class of service (CoS), or another subscriber

service. The BNG controller may include a memory, one
or more processors in communication with the memory,
a network subscriber database (NSDB), and one or more
core applications. The NSDB is configured to store vBNG
instance information for one or more subscriber devices
and one or more vBNG instance information. The vBNG
instance information specifies a plurality of vBNG in-
stances operable by one or more edge routers. The plu-
rality of vBNG instances are configured to receive re-
quests to access service provider services from the one
or more subscriber devices and to selectively authenti-
cate the one or more subscriber devices based on au-
thentication information included in the requests to ac-
cess services provider services. The one or more core
applications are operable by the one or more processors.
The one or more core applications include a network in-
stance and configuration manager (NICM) configured to
modify the vBNG instance information to include an ad-
ditional vBNG instance to be added to the plurality of
vBNG instances and to output, to an edge router of the
one or more edge routers, an instruction to generate the
additional vBNG instance at the edge router.
[0007] In some examples, a method for managing sub-
scriber logins for network subscribers includes storing,
by one or more NSDB of a BNG controller, vBNG instance
information for one or more subscriber devices, the vBNG
instance information specifying a plurality of vBNG in-
stances operable by one or more edge routers. The plu-
rality of vBNG instances are configured to receive re-
quests to access service provider services from the one
or more subscriber devices and to selectively authenti-
cate the one or more subscriber devices based on au-
thentication information included in the requests to ac-
cess services provider services. The method includes
modifying, by a NICM operable by one or more proces-
sors of the BNG controller, the vBNG instance informa-
tion to include an additional vBNG instance to be added
to the plurality of vBNG instances and outputting, by the
NICM, to an edge router of the one or more edge routers,
an instruction to generate the additional vBNG instance
at the edge router.
[0008] In some examples, an edge router includes a
memory, one or more processors in communication with
the memory, a BNG virtual machine manager, and one
or more vBNG instances. The BNG virtual machine man-
ager is operable by the one or more processors and con-
figured to receive, from a BNG controller, an instruction
to generate a vBNG instance and, in response to the
instruction, generate the vBNG instance to provision one
or more vBNG instances at the edge router. The one or
more vBNG instances are operable by the one or more
processors and configured to receive a request to access
service provider services from one or more subscriber
devices, and selectively authenticate the one or more
subscriber devices based on authentication information
included in the requests to access services provider serv-
ices.
[0009] In some examples, a method includes receiv-
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ing, by a BNG virtual machine manager operable by one
or more processors of an edge router, from a BNG con-
troller, an instruction to generate a vBNG instance and
generating, by the BNG virtual machine manager, the
vBNG instance at the edge router to provision one or
more vBNG instances operable by the one or more proc-
essors in response to the instruction. The method further
includes receiving, by the one or more vBNG instances
operable by the one or more processors, a request to
access service provider services from one or more sub-
scriber devices and selectively authenticating, by the one
or more vBNG instances, the one or more subscriber
devices based on authentication information included in
the requests to access services provider services.
[0010] The details of one or more aspects of the tech-
niques are set forth in the accompanying drawings and
the description below. Other features, objects, and ad-
vantages of the techniques will be apparent from the de-
scription and drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0011]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example net-
work system in accordance with techniques de-
scribed herein.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example
broadband network gateway (BNG) controller in ac-
cordance with techniques described herein.
FIG. 3 is a sequence diagram illustrating an example
network resource monitoring process in accordance
with techniques described herein.
FIG. 4 is a sequence diagram illustrating an example
network load balancing process in accordance with
techniques described herein.
FIG. 5 is a sequence diagram illustrating an example
dynamic high availability process in accordance with
techniques described herein.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example mode of
operation of a BNG controller in accordance with
techniques described herein.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example mode of
operation of an edge router in accordance with tech-
niques described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] The virtualized broadband network gateway
(vBNG) may be an important network function for network
operators and service providers (SPs) offering retail and
wholesale services as a cloud deployment. As used here-
in, cloud may refer to a group of networked elements that
provide services, more specifically, for example, a group
of networked elements that share computational resourc-
es for processing tasks of multiple users. The vBNG may
enable a fast rollout of new services and a new capacity
in centralized data centers (DC) or near central office

(CO).
[0013] The vBNG may be applicable when service pro-
viders deploy a distributed architecture with a large
number of micro data centers near an edge of their net-
work. Decentralized network designs may facilitate de-
ployment of vBNG services and functions in a cost effec-
tive manner and close to the network edge. Depending
on the scale required, customers may choose between
a physical or virtual deployment.
[0014] In order to provide cloud based service delivery,
some systems may use a vBNG, which is a virtualized
network function (VNF) for subscriber management and
services at the edge. Deployment of vBNGs may allow
network service providers to elastically scale capacity in
distributed edge or centralized data centers.
[0015] Scaling numbers and call setup rate (CSR) for
vBNG may be significantly less compared to the physical
BNGs. Customers may deploy multiple vBNG instances
to achieve intended scale. However, there is a need to
manage the vBNG instances due, in part, to less capacity.
As a number of vBNG instances grows, so does the dif-
ficulty in managing the larger number of vBNGs.
[0016] Service providers deploying vBNGs frequently
face challenges especially with respect to scale and call
setup rate for a single vBNG. Service providers face chal-
lenges to manually deploy additional vBNG in order to
meet the requirements and manage so many vBNG in-
stances in the cloud. Usually, there is no compounding
of vBNGs or communication between vBNGs. Further,
physical BNGs and vBNGs may result in security issues,
which is important to service providers. Such security
issues may be difficult to manage by systems that use
numerous distributed vBNGs.
[0017] Because, in some systems, all the vBNG in-
stances are owned by the service provider, one or more
techniques described herein may utilize the elasticity of
the vBNG. This disclosure describes an application suite,
which may be deployed in the cloud as a software as a
service (SaaS) model. This application suite may man-
age multiple vBNG instances in the cloud and interact to
present as one consolidated vBNG. This consolidated
vBNG may allow for flexibility in terms of expanding and
contracting dynamically in response to evolving network
conditions. One or more techniques described herein
may offer automation to provide different services like
managing multiple vBNG instances, centralized sub-
scriber database, load balancing, high availability, sub-
scriber analytics, unified security management, configu-
ration management, and other benefits that potentially
improve operation of the network itself.
[0018] One or more techniques described herein may
provide an end-to-end solution for deployment, expan-
sion, growth and management of a BNG network (includ-
ing one or both of physical BNGs and vBNG instances
(also referred to a "BNG instances"), in the form of one
or more applications which can be deployed in the cloud
(referring generally to network provided services man-
aged and maintained by the service provider network).
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One or more techniques described herein may reduce
costs for service providers, as management may be cen-
tralized thereby saving costs associating with on-site
management of a distributed network of physical BNGs.
[0019] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network system 10 in accordance with techniques de-
scribed herein. As shown in the example of FIG. 1, net-
work system 10 includes a service provider network 20
coupled to a public network 22. Service provider network
20 operates as a private network that provides packet-
based network services to subscriber devices 18A, 18B,
18C (collectively, "subscriber devices 18").
[0020] The elements of network system 10 may sup-
port any one or more of a variety of protocols, such as
Internet Protocol (IP), Frame Relay, Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM), Ethernet, Point-to-Point Protocol
(PPP), Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE),
GPRS tunneling protocol (GTP), Dynamic Host Config-
uration Protocol (DHCP), Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol
(L2TP), and virtual local area network (VLAN)-related
protocols, among others. Using any one or more of these
protocols, any of subscriber devices 18 may present au-
thentication credentials to edge routers 30-32 to request
access to a service provider network 20 service. For ex-
ample, subscriber device 18A may broadcast creden-
tials, such as a username and password, to edge router
30 to request access to a service provided by service
provider network 20. Subscriber devices 18 may broad-
cast credentials using, for instance, a PPPoE Active Dis-
covery Initiation (PADI) packet to edge routers 30-32.
[0021] Service provider network 20 supports one or
more packet-based services that are available for re-
quest and use by subscriber devices 18. As examples,
service provider network 20 may provide Internet access,
bulk data delivery, voice over Internet protocol (VoIP),
Internet protocol television (IPTV), short messaging serv-
ice (SMS), wireless application protocol (WAP) service,
telnet, or customer-specific application services. Service
provider network 20 may include, for instance, a local
area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a virtual
LAN (VLAN), an enterprise LAN, a layer 3 virtual private
network (VPN), an Internet protocol (IP) intranet operated
by a network service provider that also operates access
aggregation network 24, an enterprise IP network, or
some combination thereof. In various examples, service
provider network 20 may be connected to or form part of
one or more of a public WAN, the Internet, or to other
networks. Service provider network 20 executes one or
more packet data protocols (PDPs), such as IP (IPv4
and/or IPv6), X.25 or point-to-point protocol (PPP), to
enable packet-based transport of service provider net-
work 20 services.
[0022] Subscriber devices 18A may include, for exam-
ple, personal computers, laptop computers and/or other
types of computing device associated with subscribers.
Subscriber devices 18B may comprise, for example, mo-
bile telephones, laptop or desktop computers having,
e.g., a 3G wireless card, wireless-capable netbooks, vid-

eo game devices, pagers, smart phones, personal data
assistants (PDAs) or the like. Subscriber devices 18C
may include, for example, a workstation, desktop com-
puter, server computer, server farm, server cluster, or
any other device or group of devices that are capable of
accessing a computer network via a wireless and/or
wired connection. Each of subscriber devices 18 may be
associated with a subscriber (e.g., a human, an enter-
prise, etc.). Applications that access services provided
by service provider network 20 may alternatively be re-
ferred to as "user agents." In this example, any of sub-
scriber devices 18 may connect to at least one of edge
routers 30-32 in order to access service provider network
20.
[0023] Edge routers (ERs) 30-32 operate at the bor-
ders of aggregation network 24 and, responsive to con-
troller 55, apply network services, such as authorization,
policy provisioning, and network connectivity, to network
traffic associated with subscriber devices 18 in commu-
nication with edge routers 30-32. Edge routers 30-32 may
include one or more processors (not shown in FIG. 1 and
which may include a central processing unit - CPU) that
execute software instructions, such as those used to de-
fine a software or computer program, stored to a com-
puter-readable storage medium (again, not shown in FIG.
1), such as non-transitory computer-readable mediums
including a storage device (e.g., a disk drive, or an optical
drive) or a memory (such as Flash memory or random
access memory (RAM)) or any other type of volatile or
non-volatile memory, that stores instructions to cause
the one or more processors to perform the techniques
described herein. In some examples, edge routers 30-32
may comprise a processor in the form of dedicated hard-
ware, such as one or more integrated circuits, one or
more Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs),
one or more Application Specific Special Processors
(ASSPs), one or more Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs), or any combination of one or more of the fore-
going examples of dedicated hardware, for performing
the techniques described herein. Although FIG. 1 illus-
trates one edge router 30, as discussed further in FIG.
2, edge router 30 may represent any quantity of edge
routers. Similarly, edge router 31 may represent any
quantity of edge routers.
[0024] In the example of FIG. 1, for ease of explanation,
service provider network 20 is shown having three edge
routers 30-32, although the service provider network may
typically service thousands or tens of thousands of edge
routers. For example, edge router 30 may represent a
mobile gateway, for example, a gateway general packet
radio service (GPRS) serving node (GGSN), an access
gateway (aGW), or a packet gateway (P-GW). Edge rout-
ers 30-32 may include a plurality of service virtual LANs
(SVLANs) that partition elements of access network (e.g.,
DSLAMs) into logically different networks. Different sub-
scriber devices 18 may therefore connect to edge routers
30-32 using different SVLANs.
[0025] As shown in FIG. 1, service provider network
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20 may provide subscriber devices 18B with access to
aggregation network 24 via radio signals. For example,
edge router 30 may be connected to one or more wireless
radios or base stations to wirelessly exchange pack-
etized data with subscriber devices 18B. The packetized
data may then be communicated through aggregation
network 24 of the service provider and ultimately to public
network 22.
[0026] Aggregation network 24 provides session man-
agement, mobility management, and transport services
to support access, by subscriber devices 18, to public
network 22. Edge routers 30-32 provide an anchor point
of active sessions for subscriber devices 18. Edge rout-
ers 30-32 may maintain session data and operate as a
termination point for communication sessions estab-
lished with subscriber devices 18 that are currently ac-
cessing packet-based services of public network 22 via
aggregation network 24.
[0027] Aggregation network 24 provides transport
services for network traffic associated with subscriber
devices 18. Aggregation network 24 may include internal
routers and switches that provide transport services be-
tween edge routers 30-32. After authentication and es-
tablishment of network access through edge routers
30-32, any one of subscriber devices 18 may begin ex-
changing data packets with public network 22 with such
packets traversing aggregation network 24. Although not
shown, aggregation network may include devices to pro-
vide security services, load balancing, billing, deep-pack-
et inspection (DPI), and other services for mobile traffic
traversing aggregation network 24.
[0028] Aggregation network 24 may, for example, in-
clude one or more network devices (e.g., aggregation
nodes) configured to operate as label switched routers
(LSRs) that forward traffic along transport label switched
paths (LSPs) defined within aggregation network 24.
Edge routers 30-32 may operate as endpoints for the
LSPs to map subscriber traffic into and out of the LSPs.
For example, edge routers 30-32 may map network serv-
ices to individual LSPs within aggregation network 24. In
the example of FIG. 1, controller 55 includes Software
Defined Network (SDN) controller 40, which traffic engi-
neers the LSPs through aggregation network 24 accord-
ing to the bandwidth, quality of Service (QoS) and avail-
ability requirements of network services applications, as
further described below. In some examples, SDN con-
troller 40 may be omitted.
[0029] In the example of FIG. 1, controller 55 includes
a BNG controller 35 that elastically provisions one or
more vBNG instances 57 on edge router 30 and/or one
or more vBNG instances 61 on edge router 31 to satisfy
subscriber demand from subscriber devices 18. Control-
ler 55 may include one or more processors (not shown
in FIG. 1 and which may refer to, as one example, a
central processing unit - CPU) that execute software in-
structions, such as those used to define a software or
computer program, stored to a computer-readable stor-
age medium (again, not shown in FIG. 1), such as non-

transitory computer-readable mediums including a stor-
age device (e.g., a disk drive, or an optical drive) or a
memory (such as Flash memory or random access mem-
ory (RAM)) or any other type of volatile or non-volatile
memory, that stores instructions to cause the one or more
processors to perform the techniques described herein.
In some examples, controller 55 may comprise a proc-
essor in the form of a dedicated hardware, such as one
or more integrated circuits, one or more Application Spe-
cific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), one or more Application
Specific Special Processors (ASSPs), one or more Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), or any combina-
tion of one or more of the foregoing examples of dedi-
cated hardware, for performing the techniques described
herein.
[0030] As used herein, a vBNG instance may refer to
software configured on a device or component (e.g.,
board or service card) that provides access to service
provider network 20. A vBNG instance may also be re-
ferred to as a "virtual BNG" ("vBNG") or a "vBNG in-
stance." For example, a vBNG instance may represent
and/or incorporate a software instance provisioned on a
network access server to provide dial-up or virtual private
network (VPN) services to an enterprise LAN, a remote
access server (e.g., broadband remote access server)
or broadband services router that aggregates outputs
from one or more digital subscriber line access multiplex-
ers (DSLAMs) into a higher-speed uplink to service pro-
vider network 20, a wireless access point (WAP) provid-
ing wireless physical layer access to service provider net-
work 20, or switches that use other LAN-based (e.g., Eth-
ernet) technologies to provide wired physical layer ac-
cess to service provider network 20.
[0031] A vBNG instance may manage authentication,
authorization, and accounting (AAA) functionality for net-
works that offer services to one or more subscribers. The
protocol most commonly used by the servers to commu-
nicate with clients is the remote authentication dial in user
service (RADIUS) protocol. The RADIUS protocol is de-
scribed in Carl Rigney et al., "Remote Authentication Dial
In User Server (RADIUS)," Network Working Group of
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), Request for
Comments 2865, June 2000, which is incorporated by
reference herein in its entirety (referred to hereinafter as
"RFC 2865"). Additionally, a vBNG instance may termi-
nate network subscribers by authenticating to provide
subscriber services such as, but not limited to, for exam-
ple, an Internet connection, a firewall, a class of service
(CoS), or another subscriber service.
[0032] In accordance with one or more techniques de-
scribed in this disclosure, BNG controller 35 may store
vBNG instance information for subscriber devices 18.
The vBNG instance information may indicate vBNG in-
stances (e.g., vBNG instances 57, 61, etc.) operable by
one or more edge routers (e.g., edge routers 30-32) and
configured to receive requests to access service provider
services from subscriber devices 18 and authenticate re-
spective requests to access service provider services
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(e.g., service provider network 20).
[0033] vBNG instances 57 may receive a request to
access service provider services from subscriber devices
18, and authenticate respective requests to access serv-
ice provider services. In this example, vBNG instances
57 may advertise subscriber information to BNG control-
ler 35. For instance, vBNG instances 57 may increment
a login count and send an updated login count at a pre-
determined time interval (e.g., every ’n’ seconds). In
some instances, vBNG instances 57 may increment in-
flight information (e.g., inflight login, inflight logout, etc.)
and send updated inflight information at a predetermined
time interval (e.g., every ’n’ seconds). As used herein,
an inflight login may refer to subscriber logins, service
attachments during login, or the like that are in process
by vBNG instances 57. For example, an inflight login may
include instances when a subscriber is logging in to au-
thenticate, attach services, and the like. As such, inflight
login may refer to a time period between when a sub-
scriber is attempting to login to when the subscriber has
completed a login process. Similarly, an inflight logout
may refer to subscriber logouts, service detachments, or
the like during logout that are in process by vBNG in-
stances 57. As such, inflight logout may refer to a time
period between when a subscriber is attempting to logout
to when the subscriber has completed a logout process.
[0034] BNG controller 35 may recompute load balanc-
ing for the plurality of vBNG instances. In this example,
in response to determining that resources (e.g., central
processing unit (CPU), queues, resources busy, resourc-
es full, etc.) of the vBNG instances 57, 61 are at or near
a capacity, BNG controller 35 may output, to an edge
router (e.g., edge router 30, 31), an instruction to instan-
tiate an additional vBNG instance. That is, for example,
BNG controller 35 may output, to vBNG instances 57
and/or vBNG instances 61, load balancing credit infor-
mation. In this example, each of vBNG instances 57
and/or vBNG instances 61 may receive the load balancer
information from BNG controller 35. Further, in some ex-
amples, BNG controller 35 may balance inflight login/lo-
gouts.
[0035] Edge router 30 may receive, from BNG control-
ler 35, the instruction to generate an additional vBNG
instance and, in response to the instruction, generate an
additional vBNG instance at edge router 30. BNG con-
troller 35 may recompute load balancing for the additional
vBNG instance and the plurality of vBNG instances. In
this example, BNG controller 35 may output a load bal-
ancer credit to the additional vBNG instance. In this ex-
ample, edge router 30 may receive, from BNG controller
35, load balancing credit information. As such, edge rout-
er 30 may authenticate requests to access service pro-
vider services based on the load balancing credit infor-
mation.
[0036] In this way, BNG controller 35 and edge router
30 may elastically increase or decrease vBNG instances.
Elastically increasing or decreasing vBNG instances may
improve an operation of network system 10. For instance,

elastically increasing and decreasing vBNG instances
may permit network system 10 to use less power when
a demand for BNG services is low compared to network
systems that do not elastically increases or decrease
vBNG instances. In another instance, elastically increas-
ing and decreasing vBNG instances may permit network
system 10 to support all requested BNG processes when
a demand for BNG services is high compared to network
systems that do not elastically increases or decrease
vBNG instances. Although the above examples use edge
router 30 as a BNG, other examples may use edge router
31 as a BNG.
[0037] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example
BNG controller 35 in accordance with techniques de-
scribed herein. BNG controller 35 and optionally SDN
controller 40 may be implemented as controller 55, which
may be implemented on one or more devices running in
a cloud (which is a network of the one or more devices
that operate in support of the controller 55 services de-
scribed below in more detail). For example, BNG con-
troller 35 may be implemented in one or more applica-
tions executed at a centralized computing device (e.g.,
a computer, server, laptop, etc.). In some examples, BNG
controller 35 may be implemented in one or more appli-
cations executed at a plurality of networked computing
elements (e.g., a cloud, server cluster, etc.).
[0038] Edge routers 30A-30N (collectively, "one or
more edge routers 30" or simply "edge router 30") may
include any suitable number of virtual BNG (vBNG) in-
stances. For example, edge router 30A may include vir-
tual vBNG instances (vBNG) 57A- vBNG 57N (collective-
ly, vBNG instances 57). Additionally, edge router 30A
may include BNG virtual machine manager 59 configured
to provision (or, in other words, activate) one or more of
vBNG instances 57 and/or to delete (or, in other words,
deactivate) one or more of vBNG instances 57. For in-
stance, edge router 30A may include a hypervisor or vir-
tual machine monitor (VMM) or virtual machine manager
(VMM) configured to provision (or, in other words, acti-
vate) one or more of vBNG instances 57 and/or to delete
(or, in other words, deactivate) one or more of vBNG
instances 57. Similarly, edge router 30N may include vir-
tual vBNG instances (vBNG) 58A- vBNG 58N (collective-
ly, vBNG instances 58). For instance, edge router 30N
may include a hypervisor or virtual machine monitor
(VMM) configured to provision (or, in other words, acti-
vate) one or more of vBNG instances 58 and/or to delete
(or, in other words, deactivate) one or more of vBNG
instances 58. Additionally, edge router 30N may include
BNG virtual machine manager 65 configured to provision
one or more of vBNG instances 58 and/or to delete one
or more of vBNG instances 58.
[0039] In the example of FIG. 2, vBNG instances 57
may be substantially similar to vBNG instances 58 and
BNG virtual machine manager 59 is substantially similar
to BNG virtual machine manager 65, however, in other
examples, vBNG instances 57 and 58 and/or BNG virtual
machine managers 59 and 65 may be different. Although
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the example of FIG. 2 illustrates virtual vBNG instances
(e.g., vBNG A 57A- vBNG N 57N, vBNG A 58A- vBNG
N 58N) as being included in edge router 30, in some
examples, virtual vBNG instances may be included in
other edge routers of edge routers 30-32.
[0040] As shown, BNG controller 35 may include net-
work resource manager (NRM) 41 ("NRM 41"), network
subscriber database (NSDB) 43 ("NSDB 43"), network
instance and configuration manager (NICM) 45 ("NICM
45"), dynamic high availability (DHA) 46 ("DHA 46"), net-
work load balancer (NLB) 47 ("NLB 47"), subscriber an-
alytics (SA) unit 51 ("SA 51"), and unified network security
management (USMN) unit 53 ("USMN 53").
[0041] NRM 41 may actively monitor resources across
vBNG instances 57 and 58. NRM 41 may monitor both
BNG aspects and system resource aspects of each
vBNG instance of vBNG instances 57 and 58. NRM 41
may monitor BNG aspects such as a number of subscrib-
ers and services for the subscribers, IPv4/IPv6 address
pools, a usage of IPv4/IPv6 address pools, quality of
service, queues and schedulers, cache (e.g., L1) re-
sources, business services, and/or calls per second
(CPS) at each vBNG instance of vBNG instances 57 and
58. NRM 41 may monitor system resource aspects such
as CPU availability, memory, bandwidth, control packet
response times, inflight login/logouts (e.g., event rate an-
alyzer), critical management queues, and other system
resource aspects. Thus, NRM 41 may be "aware" of not
only subscriber related resources but also system re-
sources. NRM 41 may also monitor health of each of
vBNG instance of vBNG instances 57 and 58.
[0042] NSDB 43 may store a subscriber database for
accessing service provider network 20. With the access
to each of vBNG of vBNG instances 57 and 58, the entire
network subscriber database may be maintained at a
centralized place. Subscriber databases of individual
vBNG instances may be available at individual vBNG in-
stances. NSDB 43 may have a transaction update mech-
anism from the individual vBNG subscriber database.
NSDB 43 may be in lock-sync with the subscriber data-
base of individual vBNG. For example, NSDB 43 and
each vBNG of vBNG instances 57 and 58 may be con-
figured to synchronize a local database (e.g., memory of
one of edge routers 30-32) of each respective vBNG with
NSDB 43. Service providers may have a subscriber da-
tabase for the entire network (e.g., service provider net-
work 20) at one single place.
[0043] With the subscriber data correlation being cen-
tralized, BNG controller 35 may perform more granular
subscriber management, allowing for more detailed and
comprehensive subscriber management compared to
subscriber management performed with respect to de-
centralized subscriber data. Subscriber data correlation
may be useful and helpful for many new applications, for
example, but not limited to, when one of the vBNG in-
stances ceases operation. With NSDB 43, BNG control-
ler 35 may instantiate a new vBNG instance with little or
no delay relative to manually provisioning a physical

BNG, while also potentially recovering all the subscribers
upon provisioning the new vBNG instance. NSDB 43 may
provide the functionality of vBNG restart. NSDB 43 may
include one or more databases, and may be implemented
in a cloud using multiple server devices. For example,
multiple networked elements may store NSDB 43.
[0044] In some examples, NSDB 43 may store sub-
scriber colocation information. For example, a user may
log-in at home, then login on a mobile device, and then
log-in at an office. By storing subscriber colocation infor-
mation, BNG controller 35 may determine, for example,
how much time the particular user takes to drive between
the office and home. BNG controller 35 (e.g., NRM 41)
may instantiate a new vBNG instance based on the sub-
scriber colocation information. For instance, NRM 41
may instantiate a new vBNG instance to support a sub-
scriber login on a mobile device when the particular user
drives between the office and home. In some examples,
NSDB 43 may include BNG specific information. Exam-
ples of BNG specific information may include, but are not
limited to, for example, subscriber count, inflight logins,
inflight logouts, resources, or other BNG specific infor-
mation.
[0045] NICM 45 may create and/or delete a vBNG in-
stance (e.g., vBNG instances 57 and 58) as per the need
and directive from the NRM 41 and/or NLB 47. Because
vBNG instances 57 and 58 may promote a pay as you
grow model, customers (e.g., service providers) may op-
timize cost by instantiating vBNG instances only when
needed and de-instantiating vBNG instances dynamical-
ly. This need-based deployment may reduce the costs
associated with subscriber management for service pro-
viders. Need-based deployment may make the network
itself (e.g., network system 10) more efficient by reducing
needless execution of vBNG processes, saving proces-
sor cycles, bandwidth, and memory consumption, which
promotes reduced power consumption.
[0046] In some examples, NICM 45 may create a new
vBNG instance when the existing instances are within a
threshold amount of supported subscriber capacity, a
login rate is higher than the calls per second (CPS) han-
dled by the existing instances, and/or an existing vBNG
instance has ceased. Similarly, when the existing in-
stances are less than a threshold amount of subscriber
capacity, and/or a login rate for an existing vBNG in-
stance is less than a threshold calls per second (CPS),
NICM 45 may bring down (or, in other words, delete or
deactivate) the particular vBNG and reduce costs for cus-
tomers. Creating a new vBNG instance or deactivating
existing vBNG instances may improve an operation of a
network system (e.g., network system 10 of FIG. 1) and
is cost effective. For instance, deactivating existing vBNG
instances may permit network system 10 to use less pow-
er when a demand for BNG services is low compared to
network systems that do not elastically increases or de-
crease vBNG instances, saving the cost for service pro-
viders. In another instance, creating a new vBNG in-
stance may permit network system 10 to support all re-
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quested BNG processes when a demand for BNG serv-
ices is high compared to network systems that do not
elastically increases or decrease vBNG instances.
[0047] Regarding the configuration portion of NICM 45,
traditionally, some router configurations may be applied
through a command line interface (CLI), Extensible
Markup Language (XML), YAML, or another interface
that relies on user intervention. However, NICM 45 may
maintain configuration templates for each of vBNG in-
stance of vBNG instances such that the configurations
may be replicated automatically without any user inter-
vention. That is, for example, each vBNG instance of
vBNG instances 57 and 58 may be configured to receive
configuration updates from BNG controller 35, such as,
for example, but not limited to, a configuration template.
[0048] Whenever NICM 45 spawns a new vBNG in-
stance, the configuration for the new vBNG instance may
be created from the template and pushed to the vBNG
instance. NICM 45 may push and/or publish configuration
updates to all vBNG instances without user intervention.
[0049] NICM 45 may configure replication policies con-
figured for stanzas such that any configuration change
learned dynamically from any of the vBNG instances may
be replicated to the remaining vBNG instances, e.g. if
security threat or suspicious flow detected at one of vBNG
instance, a solution to the security threat or suspicious
flow may be templated and pushed to rest of the vBNG
instances without any user intervention.
[0050] NLB 47 may load balance vBNG instances 57
and 58. Optimal use of resources may be possible only
when load is balanced at vBNG instances 57 and 58.
Load balancing on any particular vBNG instance may be
limited. In order to effectively balance the load across
vBNG instances, NLB 47 may perform load balancing
outside the instance, at a centralized place like BNG Con-
troller 35. NLB 47 may spread the load of new incoming
subscribers across different vBNG instances. Addition-
ally, or alternatively, NLB 47 may spawn a new vBNG
instance if incoming load is too much to handle. Load
balancing outside the instance may make the network
itself (e.g., network system 10) more efficient by reducing
needless execution of vBNG processes, saving proces-
sor cycles, bandwidth, and memory consumption, which
promotes reduced power consumption. Thus, NLB 47
may optimize load across the network from a centralized
place (e.g., BNG Controller 35) rather than each vBNG
optimizing load at a respective vBNG.
[0051] NRM 41 may be aware of subscriber related
resource utilization (e.g. number of subscribers, quality
of service, queues, IPv4/IPv6 address pools, a usage of
IPv4/IPv6 address pools, loss interference (LI), business
services, or other subscriber related resource utilization)
as well as the system resource utilization like (call setup
rate, inflight login/logouts, CPU, memory, bandwidth, or
other system resource utilization). NRM 41 may balance
the load among all the vBNG instances. NRM 41 may
divert the load of new incoming subscribers across dif-
ferent vBNG instances, balancing the load across the

entire network. Based on subscriber related resource uti-
lization, NRM 41 may create the new instance of vBNG
by triggering NICM 45. For instance, NRM 41 may create
the new instance of vBNG by triggering NICM 45 when
a number of subscribers exceeds a threshold for existing
vBNG instances.
[0052] Various aspects of the techniques may also pro-
vide for Dynamic High Availability (DHA). Customers may
request high availability (HA) for subscribers. Deploying
two chassis and creating a physical setup may be rela-
tively expensive. Further, a physical setup may be indef-
inite. There may be a need for time-based HA e.g. only
during working hours or may not be needed on week-
ends. There may be HA needed during maintenance win-
dow only. Still it’s necessary for the customers to pur-
chase the expensive redundant hardware and deploy
permanently. DHA 46 may allow customers to configure
redundancy policy depending upon their network require-
ment. DHA 46 may dynamically spawn and/or collapse
instances of vBNG together with NICM 45 and configure
HA, completely based on the configured redundancy pol-
icy. For instance, DHA 46 may dynamically collapse one
or more vBNG instances of vBNG instances 57 and 58.
In some examples, DHA 46 may dynamically spawn one
or more additional vBNG instances to be added to vBNG
instances 57 and 58. NICM 45 may dynamically create
a new instance of vBNG. When such a need does not
exist anymore, NICM 45 may remove the vBNG instance.
DHA 46 may make the network itself (e.g., network sys-
tem 10) more efficient by reducing needless execution
of redundant physical setups, which promotes reduced
power consumption.
[0053] NRM 41 may monitor the health of each of the
vBNG instances. When NRM 41 detects that an instance
of vBNG is no longer functioning as provisioned, NRM
41 may inform NICM 45 to create a new instance of vBNG
and restore subscribers with the subscriber data from
NSDB 43. As such, NRM 41 may help to provide the
functionality of vBNG restart.
[0054] SA 51 may collect subscriber data and informa-
tion for the entire network. Said differently, SA 51 may
receive analytics data from at least one of vBNG instanc-
es 57 and 58. In this example, SA 51 may generate sub-
scriber behavior data based on the analytics data for op-
erating vBNG instances 57 and 58. New applications can
emerge if real-time subscriber data and information for
the entire network is available in a centralized location.
For example, subscriber behavior may be based on
weekends or holidays on a particular part of the world or
subscriber behavior may be based on a sporting event
(e.g. super bowl). Based on the analytics collected by SA
51, the service providers may pre-plan a number of re-
quired vBNG instances in a particular data center. Addi-
tionally, SA 51 may correlate and apply analytics centrally
across vBNG instances. In some examples, SA 51 may
perform machine learning using data from one vBNG in-
stance and form auto-templates to be distributed globally
to other vBNG instances. Collecting subscriber data and
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information for the entire network may make the network
itself (e.g., network system 10) more efficient by reducing
needless execution of vBNG processes, saving proces-
sor cycles, bandwidth, and memory consumption, which
promotes reduced power consumption.
[0055] UNSM 53 may manage network wide distribut-
ed denial-of-service (DDoS) detection and protection. In
some systems, security is considered only at the vBNG
instance level. Network-level management of DDoS de-
tection may help to truly mitigating the DDoS attack. In
the example of FIG. 2, the security of the entire network
may be considered at one centralized place, for instance,
UNSM 53. With the data available for the entire network,
UNSM 53 may correlate data for mitigating the DDoS
attack. UNSM 53 may perform one or more functions of
an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) by correlating the
security data across the vBNG instances. UNSM 53 may
identify suspicious flow at the entire network level and
may apply security threat and mitigation techniques
across the vBNG instances. UNSM 53 may identify a
security threat from one vBNG instance and apply miti-
gation automatically across all vBNG instances. For ex-
ample, UNSM 53 may exchange (e.g., receive and/or
output) security related information with each vBNG in-
stance of vBNG instances 57 and 58.
[0056] Examples of security related information may
include, but are not limited to, for example: (1) a config-
uration template indicating a security configuration profile
which is generated by UNSM 53 to indicate one or more
malware programs identified by a physical BNG and/or
vBNG that are to be denied download or open access;
(2) a configuration template indicating a security config-
uration profile which is generated by UNSM 53 to indicate
one or more threatening re-direct sites identified by a
physical BNG and/or a vBNG that are to be quarantined;
(3) a configuration template indicating a security config-
uration profile which is generated by UNSM 53 to indicate
one or more sites identified by a physical BNG and/or a
vBNG to be quarantined; (4) a configuration template in-
dicating a security configuration profile which is generat-
ed by UNSM 53 to indicate ransomeware sites identified
by a physical BNG and/or a vBNG to be quarantined; and
(5) a configuration template indicating a security config-
uration profile which is generated by UNSM 53 to indicate
traffic that is tapped through LI (Lawful Intercept). Such
collected UNSM data may be run through artificial intel-
ligence. In some examples, such collected UNSM data
may be used by data science to identify criminal activities.
[0057] For example, UNSM 53 may receive network
security data from vBNG instances 57 and 58. In this
example, UNSM 53 may analyze received network se-
curity data to generate one or more alerts. As used here-
in, one or more alerts that may be generated by UNSM
53 may refer to informing a human administrator and/or
operator. For example, an alert may include, a syslog,
pop-up, or another alert. In this example, UNSM 53 may
configure vBNG instances 57 and 58 based on the net-
work security data. For instance, UNSM 53 may ex-

change (e.g., receive and/or output) security related in-
formation with each vBNG instance of vBNG instances
57 and 58 as discussed above. In some examples, UNSM
53 may output, to each vBNG instance of vBNG instances
57 and 58, updates. In this example, each vBNG instance
of vBNG instances 57 and 58 may receive updates from
UNSM 53 of BNG controller 35.
[0058] In accordance with one or more techniques de-
scribed herein, NSDB 43 stores vBNG instance informa-
tion for one or more subscriber devices. The vBNG in-
stance information may specify vBNG instances 57 and
vBNG instances 58A-58M. NICM 45 modifies the vBNG
instance information to include an additional vBNG in-
stance to be added to vBNG instances 57 and 58. For
example, NICM 45 may add vBNG instance 58N to vBNG
instances 57 and vBNG instances 58A-58M. NICM 45
outputs an instruction to generate vBNG instance 58N
at edge router 30N.
[0059] In response to receiving the instruction to gen-
erate vBNG instance 58N at edge router 30N, BNG virtual
machine manager 65 generates vBNG instance 58N at
edge router 30N to provision vBNG instances 58. In re-
sponse to receiving a request to access service provider
services from subscriber devices 18A and 18B of FIG.
1, vBNG instances 58 may selectively authenticate sub-
scriber devices 18A and 18B based on authentication
information included in the requests to access services
provider services and may provide subscriber services
such as, but not limited to, for example, an Internet con-
nection, a firewall, a class of service (CoS), or another
subscriber service.
[0060] The example of FIG. 2 may provide the following
advantages compared to systems that do not dynamical-
ly instantiate vBNG instances. For example, one or more
techniques described herein may provide an end-to-end
solution for deployment, expansion, growth and manage-
ment of edge (network subscribers), in the form of appli-
cation which can be deployed in cloud. Such techniques
may hide the complexity of deployment and day-to-day
operations of numerous vBNG instances to a single cen-
tralized node. Such automation may help to remove ad-
min/user intervention, to a great extent. In some exam-
ples, one or more techniques described herein may elas-
tically increase/decrease vBNG instances, which may
make the network itself (e.g., network system 10) more
efficient by reducing needless execution of vBNG proc-
esses, saving processor cycles, bandwidth, and memory
consumption, which promotes reduced power consump-
tion. In some examples, one or more techniques de-
scribed herein may provide automatic management and
compounding solution for multiple vBNG instances. In
some examples, one or more techniques described here-
in may provide a cost effective approach for service pro-
viders. In some examples, one or more techniques de-
scribed herein may provide easy to deploy, easy to ex-
pand, agility for deploying new services. In some exam-
ples, one or more techniques described herein may pro-
vide, due in part to elasticity, an unlimited amount of
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scale, call setup rate, and/or resources. In some exam-
ples, one or more techniques described herein may pro-
vide an optimal use of resources with load balancing
across the vBNG instances reduces the operational ex-
penses (OPEX), which may make the network itself (e.g.,
network system 10) more efficient by reducing needless
execution of vBNG processes, saving processor cycles,
bandwidth, and memory consumption, which promotes
reduced power consumption. In some examples, one or
more techniques described herein may help to provide
no network downtime. In some examples, one or more
techniques described herein may provide automatic re-
covery of vBNG instance. In some examples, one or more
techniques described herein may provide unified security
and threat management. In some examples, one or more
techniques described herein may provide intrusion de-
tection and unified suspicious flow detection.
[0061] Although FIG. 2 described BNG controller 35 in
operation with virtual vBNG instances, in some exam-
ples, BNG controller 35 may operate with physical BNGs
or a combination of physical BNGs and virtual vBNG in-
stances. For example, NRM 41 may actively monitor re-
sources across physical BNGs. In some examples, NLB
47 may load balance physical BNGs. In some examples,
NRM 41 may be aware of subscriber related resource
utilization of physical BNGs. In some examples, NRM 41
may monitor the health of each physical BNG. In some
examples, SA 51 may collect subscriber data and infor-
mation for physical BNGs. For example, UNSM 53 may
manage network wide distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) detection and protection for physical BNGs.
[0062] FIG. 3 is a sequence diagram illustrating an ex-
ample network resource monitoring process in accord-
ance with techniques described herein. FIG. 3 illustrates
an example use case describing how an "out of resourc-
es" condition local to a vBNG is communicated to NRM
41 which could result in creation of a new vBNG guest
instance. FIG. 3 is discussed with respect to FIG. 1 and
FIG. 2 by way of example only. Client 258 may be an
example of subscriber device 18A of FIG. 1. vBNG N 257
may be an example of vBNG N 57N of FIG. 2. vBNG M
261 may be an example of vBNG N 61N of FIG. 2. NRM
241 may be an example of NRM 41 of FIG. 2. NLB 247
may be an example of NLB 47 of FIG. 2. NICM 245 may
be an example of NICM 45 of FIG. 2.
[0063] In the example of FIG. 3, all the vBNG instances
are running at close to full capacity. That is, for example,
the existing vBNG instances are running out of resources
and/or the number of subscribers logged in are nearing
the capacity of the vBNG instances. In such instances,
an administrator may want to spawn a new instance of
vBNG to take up the new subscribers. In the example of
FIG. 3, instead of manually creating the guest instance
and then adding configuration, BNG controller 35 may
dynamically create a guest instance and then adding a
configuration for the guest instance. That is, for example,
NRM 241 may be configured to determine a capacity and
action based on the percentage of usage and, if the con-

figured action is to create guest instance, NRM 241 may
trigger NICM 245 to create a new instance as described
in the following.
[0064] Initially, client 258 outputs broadcasts packet
and a client subscriber login (204). In the example of FIG.
3, vBNG N 257 has an "out of resources" condition. For
example, vBNG N 257 may lack CPU availability, mem-
ory, bandwidth, control packet response times, inflight
login/logouts (e.g., event rate analyzer), critical manage-
ment queues, and other system resource aspects.
[0065] In response to the out of resources condition,
vBNG N 257 notifies NRM 241 that there are not enough
resources (206) and outputs a protocol reject to client
258 (208) and the process proceeds to 214. Said differ-
ently, for example, vBNG N 257 may output a notification
to NRM 241 indicating a lack of computational resources
and may output a rejection message to client 258. In re-
sponse, however, to vBNG N 257 having sufficient re-
sources, vBNG N 257 may continue the subscriber pro-
tocol negotiation (210).
[0066] In response to receiving the notification of in-
sufficient resources, NRM 241 outputs, to NLB 247, a
notification for recomputing load balancing in response
to receiving the notification of insufficient resources. For
instance, NRM 241 causes NLB 247 to recompute load
balancing and outputs a notification to NLB 247 (214).
[0067] In response to determining that there are not
available vBNG instances to serve new subscribers,
NRM 241 may output, to NICM 245, a request to generate
vBNG M 261 for reducing a load at vBNG N 257. For
instance, NRM 241 may cause NICM 245 to create vBNG
M 261 such that the number of vBNGs increases by one
(218). NICM 245 creates vBNG M 261 (220). NRM 241
outputs a request for NLB 247 to recompute load infor-
mation for vBNG M 261 (222). For instance, NRM 241
outputs, to NLB 247, an instruction to recompute load
balancing for vBNG M 261. NLB 247 outputs a vBNG
subscriber load balancer credit ’n’ to vBNG M 261 (226).
Client 258 outputs a first control negotiation packet to
vBNG N 257 (230) and to vBNG M 261 (234).
[0068] FIG. 4 is a sequence diagram illustrating an ex-
ample network load balancing process in accordance
with techniques described herein. FIG. 4 illustrates an
example use case describing vBNG advertisement of
present running resources local to it and load balancer
actions on computing the inputs across vBNG advertising
new subscriber credits to vBNG’s. FIG. 4 is discussed
with respect to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 by way of example only.
vBNG N 357 may be an example of vBNG N 57N of FIG.
2. vBNG M 361 may be an example of vBNG N 61N of
FIG. 2. NRM 341 may be an example of NRM 41 of FIG.
2. NLB 347 may be an example of NLB 47 of FIG. 2.
NSDB 343 may be an example of NSDB 43 of FIG. 2.
[0069] In the example of FIG. 4, when there is too much
load of incoming subscribers or when the incoming sub-
scriber load is out of proportionate across the instances,
there is need to balance the load in order to achieve a
higher call setup rate. As such, NLB 347 may maintain
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credits or tokens for each of the instances. Such credits
or tokens may each indicate how many incoming sub-
scriber logins a respective BNG instance may operate.
NLB 347 may re-compute the tokens and/or credits
based on the resources and current incoming subscriber
rate. NLB 347 may be configured with low and high wa-
termarks of a load. Depending upon the watermarks, NLB
347 may change a number of tokens per instance and
publish to each of the instance. In this way, an instance
may allow only those many incoming subscriber logins
as described in the following.
[0070] Initially, every ’n’ seconds, vBNG N 357 adver-
tises subscriber counts (302). Said differently, for exam-
ple, vBNG N 357 may periodically advertise subscriber
information to NRM 341. In some instances, NRM 341
receives, from each vBNG instance of vBNG N 357 and
vBNG N 361, a respective subscriber count. NRM 341
updates or modifies a database for vBNG N 357 (304).
For instance, NRM 341 modify, for each vBNG instance
of vBNG N 357 and vBNG N 361 a respective entry of
NSDB 343 based on the respective subscriber count to
generate modified subscriber count information. NRM
341 outputs an instruction to NLB 347 to recompute sub-
scriber load balancer credits (306). Similarly, every ’n’
seconds, vBNG M 361 advertises subscriber counts
(308). In this example, NRM 341 updates NSDB 343 for
vBNG M 361 (309). In this example, NRM 341 outputs
an instruction to NLB 347 to recompute subscriber load
balancer credits (310).
[0071] NLB 347 recomputes subscriber load balancer
credits. More specifically, for example, NLB 347 recom-
putes vBNG subscriber load balancer credits for each
vBNG. For instance, NLB 347 recomputes a subscriber
load balancer credit ’X’ for vBNG N 357 and recomputes
a subscriber load balancer credit ’Y’ for vBNG M 361. In
this instance, NLB 347 may republish vBNG subscriber
load balancer credits for each vBNG. In this case, NLB
347 publishes subscriber load balancer credit ’X’ to vBNG
N 357 (312) and publishes subscriber load balancer cred-
it ’Y’ to vBNG M 361 (314). That is, each vBNG instance
of vBNG N 357 and vBNG M 361 may receive load bal-
ancing credit information from NLB 347 and may deter-
mine whether to receive a request to access service pro-
vider services based on the load balancing credit infor-
mation. NLB 347 outputs load balancer credit history to
NRM 341 (316).
[0072] FIG. 5 is a sequence diagram illustrating an ex-
ample dynamic high availability process in accordance
with techniques described herein. FIG. 5 illustrates a use
case describing dynamic high availability (DHA) when
any vBNG instance is deemed unalive based on heart-
beat and health. NRM 441, NICM 445, NLB 447, and
NSDB 443 may create a new vBNG instance and recover
all the subscriber and service information corresponding
to the faulty vBNG. NRM 441 may instruct instance man-
ager further to clean up the faulty vBNG. FIG. 5 is dis-
cussed with respect to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 by way of ex-
ample only. vBNG 1 457 may be an example of vBNG A

57N of FIG. 2. NRM 441 may be an example of NRM 41
of FIG. 2. vBNG N 461A may be an example of vBNG A
61N of FIG. 2. NICM 445 may be an example of NICM
45 of FIG. 2. vBNG N 461N may be an example of vBNG
N 61N of FIG. 2. NSDB 443 may be an example of NSDB
43 of FIG. 2. NLB 447 may be an example of NLB 47 of
FIG. 2.
[0073] Initially, every ’n’ seconds, vBNG 1 457 sends
heartbeat message to NRM 441 (402). Similarly, every
’n’ seconds, vBNG N 461A sends heartbeat message to
NRM 441 (404). Said differently, each of vBNG instance
of vBNG 1 457 and vBNG N 461A may periodically output
network health information to the BNG controller and
NRM 441 may periodically receive health data of each
vBNG instance of vBNG 1 457 and vBNG N 461A.
[0074] However, when vBNG 1 457 does not send a
heartbeat message in last ’n’ seconds, NRM 441 outputs
a poll vBNG N health message to vBNG 1 457 (406). In
response to determining that vBNG 1 457 is not present
and/or that there is insufficient health at vBNG 1 457,
NRM 441 outputs, to NICM 445, a request to create vBNG
N+1 461N (408). Said differently, when health data for
vBNG 1 457 is not received within a threshold time, NRM
441 may output, to NICM 445, a request to generate
vBNG N+1 461N for recovering BNG subscriber sessions
of vBNG 1 457. NICM 445 creates vBNG N+1 461N (410).
NRM 441 outputs, to NSDB 443, an instruction to recover
vBNG 1 session previously performed by vBNG 1 457 to
vBNG N+1 461N (412). Said differently, NRM 441 may
modify an entry of NSDB 443 corresponding to vBNG
N+1 461N to recover BNG subscriber sessions of vBNG
1 457. NSDB 443 recovers all sessions previously per-
formed by vBNG 1 457 to vBNG N+1 461N (414). For
example, a BNG virtual machine manager (e.g., BNG
VM manager 59, BNG VM manager 65, etc.) may be
configured to generate vBNG N+1 461N to recreate sub-
scribers replayed (e.g., exact, modified, etc.) subscriber
information by NSDB 443 that previously corresponded
to vBNG 1 457.
[0075] NRM 441 outputs, to NICM 445, a request to
clean up vBNG 1 457 (416). Said differently, when health
data for vBNG 1 457 is not received within the threshold
time, NRM 441 outputs, to NICM 445, an instruction to
destroy vBNG 1 457. NICM 445 outputs, to vBNG 1 457,
an instruction to destroy vBNG 1 457 (418). Said differ-
ently, NICM 445 outputs an instruction, to an edge router
that provisioned vBNG 1 457, to delete vBNG 1 457 in
response to receiving the instruction to destroy vBNG 1
457 from NRM 441. In this example, vBNG 1 457 and/or
a BNG virtual machine manager for vBNG 1 457 receives
the instruction to destroy vBNG 1 457 and destroys the
particular vBNG instance.
[0076] NRM 441 notifies NLB 447 to recompute the
load (420). Said differently, NRM 441 outputs, to NLB
447, an instruction to recompute load balancing for vBNG
N+1 461N. In this example, NLB 447 outputs a load bal-
ancer credit to vBNG N+1 461N in response to the in-
struction to recompute load balancing for vBNG N+1
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461N. As shown in FIG. 5, when vBNG 1 457 does send
a heartbeat message in last ’n’ seconds, NRM 441 incre-
ments a heartbeat fail count.
[0077] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example
mode of operation of a BNG controller in accordance with
techniques described herein. FIG. 6 is discussed with
respect to FIGS. 1-2 by way of example only.
[0078] NSDB 43 stores vBNG instance information for
one or more subscriber devices (500). NICM 45 modifies
vBNG instance information to include additional vBNG
instance to be added to plurality of vBNG instances (502).
For example, NRM 41 may output a request to NICM 45
to add additional vBNG instance. NICM 45 outputs, to
edge router 30A, instruction to generate the additional
vBNG instance (504). NRM 41 outputs, to NLB 47, an
instruction to recompute load balancing for additional
vBNG instance (506). NLB 47 outputs a load balancer
credit to the additional vBNG instance (508).
[0079] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example
mode of operation of an edge router in accordance with
techniques described herein. FIG. 7 is discussed with
respect to FIGS. 1-2 by way of example only.
[0080] BNG virtual machine manager 59 receives,
from BNG controller 35, an instruction to generate an
additional vBNG instance (600). For example, BNG vir-
tual machine manager 59 receives an instruction to gen-
erate vBNG N 57N. BNG virtual machine manager 59
generates the additional vBNG instance at an edge router
to be added to one or more vBNG instances. For exam-
ple, BNG virtual machine manager 59 generates vBNG
N 57N at edge router 30 to be added to vBNG N 57A-
vBNG N 57M (not shown).
[0081] BNG instances 57 receive a request to access
service provider services from one or more subscriber
devices (604). For example, vBNG instances 57 receive
requests to access service provider network 20 from sub-
scriber devices 18. vBNG instances 57 selectively au-
thenticate respective requests to access service provider
services (606).
[0082] The techniques described herein may be imple-
mented in hardware, software, firmware, or any combi-
nation thereof, in private or public cloud or standalone
application, all the applications could be incorporated as
one single application suite or different applications dis-
tributed in the network or at a centralized node. Various
features described as modules, units or components may
be implemented together in an integrated logic device or
separately as discrete but interoperable logic devices or
other hardware devices. In some cases, various features
of electronic circuitry may be implemented as one or more
integrated circuit devices, such as an integrated circuit
chip or chipset.
[0083] If implemented in hardware, this disclosure may
be directed to an apparatus such a processor or an inte-
grated circuit device, such as an integrated circuit chip
or chipset. Alternatively or additionally, if implemented in
software or firmware, the techniques may be realized at
least in part by a computer-readable data storage medi-

um comprising instructions that, when executed, cause
a processor to perform one or more of the methods de-
scribed above. For example, the computer-readable data
storage medium may store such instructions for execu-
tion by a processor.
[0084] A computer-readable medium or computer-
readable storage device may form part of a computer
program product, which may include packaging materi-
als. A computer-readable medium may comprise a com-
puter data storage medium such as random access
memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), non-volatile
random access memory (NVRAM), electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), Flash
memory, magnetic or optical data storage media, and
the like. In some examples, an article of manufacture
may comprise one or more computer-readable storage
media.
[0085] In some examples, the computer-readable stor-
age media may comprise non-transitory media. The term
"non-transitory" may indicate that the storage medium is
not embodied in a carrier wave or a propagated signal.
In certain examples, a non-transitory storage medium
may store data that can, over time, change (e.g., in RAM
or cache).
[0086] The code or instructions may be software and/or
firmware executed by processing circuitry including one
or more processors, such as one or more digital signal
processors (DSPs), general purpose microprocessors,
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field-pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs), or other equivalent in-
tegrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term
"processor," as used herein may refer to any of the fore-
going structure or any other structure suitable for imple-
mentation of the techniques described herein. In addition,
in some aspects, functionality described in this disclosure
may be provided within software modules or hardware
modules.
[0087] Therefore, from one perspective there has been
described a broadband network gateway (BNG) control-
ler is described that includes a network subscriber data-
base (NSDB) and one or more core applications. The
NSDB is configured to store vBNG instance information
for one or more subscriber devices. The vBNG instance
information specifies vBNG instances operable by one
or more edge routers. The vBNG instances are config-
ured to receive requests to access service provider serv-
ices from the one or more subscriber devices and to se-
lectively authenticate the one or more subscriber devices
for network services based on authentication information
included in the requests to access services provider serv-
ices. The one or more core applications include a network
instance and configuration manager (NICM). The NICM
is configured to modify the vBNG instance information at
the NSDB to include an additional vBNG instance and to
output, to an edge router, an instruction to generate the
additional vBNG instance at the edge router.
[0088] In addition to or as an alternative to the above,
the following examples are described. The features de-
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scribed in any of the following examples may be utilized
with any of the other examples described herein.
[0089] Example 1. A broadband network gateway
(BNG) controller that manages virtual BNG (vBNG) in-
stances, the BNG controller comprising: a memory; one
or more processors in communication with the memory;
a network subscriber database (NSDB) configured to
store vBNG instance information for one or more sub-
scriber devices, the vBNG instance information specify-
ing a plurality of vBNG instances operable by one or more
edge routers, wherein the plurality of vBNG instances
are configured to receive requests to access service pro-
vider services from the one or more subscriber devices
and to selectively authenticate the one or more subscrib-
er devices for network services based on authentication
information included in the requests to access services
provider services; and one or more core applications op-
erable by the one or more processors, wherein the one
or more core applications include a network instance and
configuration manager (NICM) configured to modify the
vBNG instance information to include an additional vBNG
instance to be added to the plurality of vBNG instances
and to output, to an edge router of the one or more edge
routers, an instruction to generate the additional vBNG
instance at the edge router.
[0090] Example 2. The BNG controller of example 1,
wherein the NICM is further configured to: receive one
or more configuration updates; and output a configuration
template specifying the one or more configuration up-
dates to update each vBNG instance of the plurality of
vBNG instances.
[0091] Example 3. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 1-2, wherein the one or more core
applications include a network resource manager (NRM)
configured to: receive a notification of insufficient re-
sources from a particular vBNG instance of the plurality
of vBNG instances; and output, to the NICM, a request
to generate the additional vBNG instance for reducing a
load at the particular vBNG instance in response to re-
ceiving the notification of insufficient resources, wherein
the NICM is configured to output the instruction to gen-
erate the additional vBNG instance in response to the
request to generate the additional vBNG instance.
[0092] Example 4. The BNG controller of example 3,
wherein the one or more core applications include a net-
work load balancer (NLB) configured to load balance the
plurality of vBNG instances based on the vBNG instance
information and wherein the NRM is further configured
to: output, to the NLB, a notification for recomputing load
balancing in response to receiving the notification of in-
sufficient resources; and output, to the NLB, an instruc-
tion to recompute load balancing for the additional vBNG
instance, wherein the NLB outputs a load balancer credit
to the additional vBNG instance in response to the in-
struction to recompute load balancing for the additional
vBNG instance.
[0093] Example 5. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 1-2, wherein the one or more core

applications include a network load balancer (NLB) con-
figured to load balance the plurality of vBNG instances
based on the vBNG instance information and a network
resource manager (NRM) configured to: receive, from
each vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG instances,
a respective subscriber count or a respective inflight in-
formation count; and modify, for each vBNG instance of
the plurality of vBNG instances, a respective entry of the
NSDB based on the respective subscriber count or the
respective inflight information count to generate modified
subscriber information, wherein the NLB is configured to:
recompute, for each vBNG instance of the plurality of
vBNG instances, a subscriber load balancer credit based
on the modified subscriber information; output, to each
vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG instances, a re-
spective subscriber load balancer credit; and output a
load balancer credit history to the NRM, the load balancer
credit history being generated based on each respective
subscriber load balancer credit.
[0094] Example 6. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 1-2, wherein the one or more core
applications include a network resource manager (NRM)
configured to: periodically receive health data of each
vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG instances; and
when health data for a particular vBNG instance of the
plurality of vBNG instances is not received within a
threshold time, output, to the NICM, a request to generate
the additional vBNG instance for recovering BNG sub-
scriber sessions of the particular vBNG instance from the
NSDB, wherein the NICM is configured to output the in-
struction to generate the additional vBNG instance in re-
sponse to the request to generate the additional vBNG
instance and to recover the BNG subscriber sessions of
the particular vBNG instance from the NSDB.
[0095] Example 7. The BNG controller of example 6,
wherein the NRM is configured to: when health data for
the particular vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG in-
stances is not received within the threshold time, output,
to the NICM, an instruction to destroy the particular vBNG
instance, wherein the NICM is further configured to out-
put an instruction, to edge router of the one or more edge
routers that provisioned the particular vBNG instance, to
delete the particular vBNG instance in response to re-
ceiving the instruction to destroy the particular vBNG in-
stance.
[0096] Example 8. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 6-7, wherein the one or more core
applications include a network load balancer (NLB) con-
figured to load balance the plurality of vBNG instances
based on the vBNG instance information and wherein
the NRM is further configured to: modify an entry of the
NSDB corresponding to the additional vBNG instance to
recover BNG subscriber sessions of the particular vBNG
instance; and output, to the NLB, an instruction to rec-
ompute load balancing for the additional vBNG instance,
wherein the NLB outputs a load balancer credit to the
additional vBNG instance in response to the instruction
to recompute load balancing for the additional vBNG in-
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stance.
[0097] Example 9. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 1-8, wherein the NSDB includes sub-
scriber colocation information and BNG specific informa-
tion.
[0098] Example 10. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 1-9, wherein the one or more core
applications include subscriber analytics (SA) configured
to: receive analytics data from at least one of the plurality
of vBNG instances; and generate subscriber behavior
data based on the analytics data for operating the plurality
of vBNG instances.
[0099] Example 11. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 1-10, wherein the one or more core
applications include unified network security manage-
ment (UNSM) configured to: receive network security da-
ta from the plurality of vBNG instances; analyze the re-
ceived network security data to generate one or more
alerts; output the one or more alerts; and configure, with
the NICM, the plurality of vBNG instances based on the
network security data.
[0100] Example 12. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 1-11, wherein the one or more core
applications include dynamic high availability (DHA) con-
figured to: dynamically spawn an additional vBNG in-
stance to provide high availability to an existing vBNG
instance of the plurality of vBNG instances, based on a
configuration policy; and dynamically collapse one or
more vBNG instances which were providing high avail-
ability, based on the configuration policy.
[0101] Example 13. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 1-12, wherein the BNG controller that
manages the vBNG instances further manages one or
more physical BNGs and wherein each physical BNG of
the one or more physical BNGs is configured to manage
subscriber management centrally.
[0102] Example 14. The BNG controller of any combi-
nation of examples 1-13, wherein the one or more core
applications are executed at a centralized computing de-
vice or executed at a plurality of networked computing
elements distributed in a cloud configuration.
[0103] Example 15. A method for managing subscriber
logins for network subscribers, the method comprising:
storing, by a network subscriber database (NSDB) of a
broadband network gateway (BNG) controller, vBNG in-
stance information for one or more subscriber devices,
the vBNG instance information specifying a plurality of
vBNG instances operable by one or more edge routers,
wherein the plurality of vBNG instances are configured
to receive requests to access service provider services
from the one or more subscriber devices and to selec-
tively authenticate the one or more subscriber devices
based on authentication information included in the re-
quests to access services provider services; modifying,
by a network instance and configuration manager (NICM)
operable by one or more processors of the BNG control-
ler, the vBNG instance information to include an addi-
tional vBNG instance to be added to the plurality of vBNG

instances; and outputting, by the NICM, to an edge router
of the one or more edge routers, an instruction to gener-
ate the additional vBNG instance at the edge router.
[0104] Example 16. The method of example 15, further
comprising: receiving, by a network resource manager
(NRM) operable by the one or more processors, a noti-
fication of insufficient resources from a particular vBNG
instance of the plurality of vBNG instances; outputting,
by the NRM, to the NICM, a request to generate the ad-
ditional vBNG instance for reducing a load at the partic-
ular vBNG instance in response to receiving the notifica-
tion of insufficient resources, wherein outputting the in-
struction to generate the additional vBNG instance is in
response to the request to generate the additional vBNG
instance.
[0105] Example 17. The method of example 16, further
comprising: outputting, by the NRM, to a network load
balancer (NLB) operable by the one or more processors,
a notification for recomputing load balancing in response
to receiving the notification of insufficient resources; out-
putting, by the NRM, to the NLB, an instruction to recom-
pute load balancing for the additional vBNG instance;
and outputting, by the NLB, a load balancer credit to the
additional vBNG instance in response to the instruction
to recompute load balancing for the additional vBNG in-
stance.
[0106] Example 18. The method of example 15, further
comprising: receiving, by a network resource manager
(NRM) operable by the one or more processors, from
each vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG instances,
a respective subscriber count; modifying, by the NRM,
for each vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG instanc-
es, a respective entry of the NSDB based on the respec-
tive subscriber count to generate modified subscriber
count information; recomputing, by network load balanc-
er (NLB) operable by the one or more processors, for
each vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG instances,
a subscriber load balancer credit based on the modified
subscriber count information; outputting, by the NLB, to
each vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG instances,
a respective subscriber load balancer credit; and output-
ting, by the NLB, a load balancer credit history to the
NRM, the load balancer credit history being generated
based on each respective subscriber load balancer cred-
it.
[0107] Example 19. The method of example 15, further
comprising: periodically receiving health data of each
vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG instances; when
health data for a particular vBNG instance of the plurality
of vBNG instances is not received within a threshold time,
outputting, by a network resource manager (NRM) oper-
able by the one or more processors, to the NICM, a re-
quest to generate the additional vBNG instance for re-
covering BNG subscriber sessions of the particular vBNG
instance, wherein outputting the instruction to generate
the additional vBNG instance is in response to the in-
struction to create the additional vBNG instance and
wherein modifying the vBNG instance information com-
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prises recovering the BNG subscriber sessions of the
particular vBNG instance from the NSDB.
[0108] Example 20. The method of example 19, further
comprising: when health data for the particular vBNG in-
stance of the plurality of vBNG instances is not received
within the threshold time, outputting, by the NRM, to the
NICM, an instruction to destroy the particular vBNG in-
stance; and outputting, by the NICM, to an edge router
of the one or more edge routers that provisioned the par-
ticular instance, an instruction to delete the particular
vBNG instance in response to receiving the instruction
to destroy the particular vBNG instance.
[0109] Example 21. The method of any combination of
examples 19-20, further comprising: modifying, by the
NRM, an entry of the NSDB corresponding to the addi-
tional vBNG instance to recover BNG subscriber ses-
sions of the particular vBNG instance; and outputting, by
the NRM, to a network load balancer (NLB) operable by
the one or more processors, an instruction to recompute
load balancing for the additional vBNG instance; and out-
putting, by the NLB, a load balancer credit to the addi-
tional vBNG instance in response to the instruction to
recompute load balancing for the additional vBNG in-
stance.
[0110] Example 22. An edge router comprising: a
memory; one or more processors in communication with
the memory; a broadband network gateway (BNG) virtual
machine manager operable by the one or more proces-
sors and configured to receive, from a BNG controller,
an instruction to generate a virtual BNG (vBNG) instance
and, in response to the instruction, generate the vBNG
instance to provision one or more vBNG instances at the
edge router; and one or more vBNG instances operable
by the one or more processors and configured to receive
a request to access service provider services from one
or more subscriber devices, and selectively authenticate
the one or more subscriber devices based on authenti-
cation information included in the requests to access
services provider services.
[0111] Example 23. The edge router of example 22,
wherein each vBNG instance of the one or more vBNG
instances is further configured to: in response to deter-
mining that the vBNG instance does not have enough
computational resources to process a subscriber login
from a subscriber device of the one or more subscriber
devices: output a notification to the BNG controller indi-
cating a lack of computational resources; and output a
rejection message to the subscriber device.
[0112] Example 24. The edge router of any combina-
tion of examples 22-23, wherein each vBNG instance of
the one or more vBNG instances is further configured to:
periodically advertise subscriber information to the BNG
controller; and receive load balancing credit information
from the BNG controller, wherein each vBNG instance
of the one or more vBNG instances is configured to de-
termine whether to receive the request to access service
provider services based on the load balancing credit in-
formation.

[0113] Example 25. The edge router of any combina-
tion of examples 22-24, wherein each vBNG instance of
the one or more vBNG instances is further configured to:
periodically output network health information to the BNG
controller.
[0114] Example 26. The edge router of any combina-
tion of examples 22-25, wherein each vBNG instance of
the one or more vBNG instances is further configured to:
receive configuration updates from a network instance
and configuration manager (NICM) of the BNG controller;
exchange security related information with the NICM of
the BNG controller; receive updates from a unified net-
work security management (UNSM) of the BNG control-
ler; receive load balancing credit information from the
BNG controller; or synchronize a local database with a
network subscriber database (NSDB) of the BNG con-
troller.
[0115] Example 27. The edge router of any combina-
tion of examples 22-25, wherein, to generate the vBNG
instance, the BNG virtual machine manager is configured
to generate the vBNG instance to recreate replayed sub-
scriber information by a network subscriber database
(NSDB) of the BNG controller.
[0116] Example 28. The edge router of any combina-
tion of examples 22-27, wherein the BNG virtual machine
manager is further configured to: receive, from the BNG
controller, an instruction to destroy a particular vBNG in-
stance of the one or more vBNG instances; and destroy
the particular vBNG instance in response to the instruc-
tion to destroy the particular vBNG instance.
[0117] Example 29. A method comprising: receiving,
by a broadband network gateway (BNG) virtual machine
manager operable by one or more processors of an edge
router, from a BNG controller, an instruction to generate
a virtual BNG (vBNG) instance; and generating, by the
BNG virtual machine manager, the vBNG instance at the
edge router to provision one or more vBNG instances
operable by the one or more processors in response to
the instruction; receiving, by the one or more vBNG in-
stances operable by the one or more processors, a re-
quest to access service provider services from one or
more subscriber devices; and selectively authenticating,
by the one or more vBNG instances, the one or more
subscriber devices based on authentication information
included in the requests to access services provider serv-
ices.
[0118] Example 30. The method of example 29, further
comprising: in response to determining, by a particular
vBNG instance of the one or more vBNG instances, that
the vBNG instance does not have enough computational
resources to process a subscriber login from a subscriber
device of the one or more subscriber devices: outputting,
by the particular vBNG instance, a notification to the BNG
controller indicating a lack of computational resources;
and outputting, by the particular vBNG instance, a rejec-
tion message to the subscriber device.
[0119] Example 31. The method of any combination of
examples 29-30, further comprising: periodically adver-
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tising, by each vBNG instance of the one or more vBNG
instances, subscriber information to the BNG controller;
receiving, by each vBNG instance of the one or more
vBNG instances, load balancing credit information from
the BNG controller; and determining, by each vBNG in-
stance of the one or more vBNG instances, whether to
receive the request to access service provider services
based on the load balancing credit information.
[0120] Example 32. The method of any combination of
examples 29-31, further comprising: periodically output-
ting, by each vBNG instance of the one or more vBNG
instances, network health information to the BNG con-
troller.
[0121] Example 33. The method of any combination of
examples 29-32, further comprising: receiving, by the
BNG virtual machine manager, from the BNG controller,
an instruction to destroy a particular vBNG instance of
the one or more vBNG instances; and destroying, by the
BNG virtual machine manager, the particular vBNG in-
stance in response to the instruction to destroy the par-
ticular vBNG instance.
[0122] Example 34. The method of any combination of
examples 29-33, wherein each vBNG instance of the one
or more vBNG instances is further configured to: receive
configuration updates from a network instance and con-
figuration manager (NICM) of the BNG controller; ex-
change security related information with the NICM; re-
ceive updates from a unified network security manage-
ment (UNSM) of the BNG controller; receive load balanc-
ing credit information from a network load balancer (NLB)
of the BNG controller; or synchronize a local database
with a network subscriber database (NSDB) of the BNG
controller.
[0123] Example 35. The method of any combination of
examples 29-33, wherein generating the vBNG instance
comprises generating the vBNG instance to recreate re-
played subscriber information by a network subscriber
database (NSDB) of the BNG controller.
[0124] Example 36. The method of any combination of
examples 29-35, wherein each vBNG instance of the one
or more vBNG instances is further configured to: receive
a configuration template specifying one or more config-
uration updates; and apply the configuration template to
implement the one or more configuration updates.
[0125] Moreover, any of the specific features set forth
in any of the examples described above may be com-
bined into beneficial examples of the described tech-
niques. That is, any of the specific features are generally
applicable to all examples of the present teachings. Var-
ious embodiments have been described. These and oth-
er embodiments are within the scope of the following
claims.

Claims

1. A method for managing subscriber logins for network
subscribers, the method comprising:

storing, by a network subscriber database
(NSDB) of a broadband network gateway (BNG)
controller, vBNG instance information for one or
more subscriber devices, the vBNG instance in-
formation specifying a plurality of vBNG instanc-
es operable by one or more edge routers, where-
in the plurality of vBNG instances are configured
to receive requests to access service provider
services from the one or more subscriber devic-
es and to selectively authenticate the one or
more subscriber devices based on authentica-
tion information included in the requests to ac-
cess services provider services;
modifying, by a network instance and configu-
ration manager (NICM) operable by one or more
processors of the BNG controller, the vBNG in-
stance information to include an additional
vBNG instance to be added to the plurality of
vBNG instances; and
outputting, by the NICM, to an edge router of the
one or more edge routers, an instruction to gen-
erate the additional vBNG instance at the edge
router.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, by a network resource manager
(NRM) operable by the one or more processors,
a notification of insufficient resources from a par-
ticular vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG
instances;
outputting, by the NRM, to the NICM, a request
to generate the additional vBNG instance for re-
ducing a load at the particular vBNG instance in
response to receiving the notification of insuffi-
cient resources, wherein outputting the instruc-
tion to generate the additional vBNG instance is
in response to the request to generate the ad-
ditional vBNG instance.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

outputting, by the NRM, to a network load bal-
ancer (NLB) operable by the one or more proc-
essors, a notification for recomputing load bal-
ancing in response to receiving the notification
of insufficient resources;
outputting, by the NRM, to the NLB, an instruc-
tion to recompute load balancing for the addi-
tional vBNG instance; and
outputting, by the NLB, a load balancer credit to
the additional vBNG instance in response to the
instruction to recompute load balancing for the
additional vBNG instance.

4. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing:
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receiving, by a network resource manager
(NRM) operable by the one or more processors,
from each vBNG instance of the plurality of
vBNG instances, a respective subscriber count;
modifying, by the NRM, for each vBNG instance
of the plurality of vBNG instances, a respective
entry of the NSDB based on the respective sub-
scriber count to generate modified subscriber
count information;
recomputing, by network load balancer (NLB)
operable by the one or more processors, for
each vBNG instance of the plurality of vBNG in-
stances, a subscriber load balancer credit based
on the modified subscriber count information;
outputting, by the NLB, to each vBNG instance
of the plurality of vBNG instances, a respective
subscriber load balancer credit; and
outputting, by the NLB, a load balancer credit
history to the NRM, the load balancer credit his-
tory being generated based on each respective
subscriber load balancer credit.

5. The method of any preceding claim 1, further com-
prising:

periodically receiving health data of each vBNG
instance of the plurality of vBNG instances;
when health data for a particular vBNG instance
of the plurality of vBNG instances is not received
within a threshold time, outputting, by a network
resource manager (NRM) operable by the one
or more processors, to the NICM, a request to
generate the additional vBNG instance for re-
covering BNG subscriber sessions of the partic-
ular vBNG instance, wherein outputting the in-
struction to generate the additional vBNG in-
stance is in response to the instruction to create
the additional vBNG instance and wherein mod-
ifying the vBNG instance information comprises
recovering the BNG subscriber sessions of the
particular vBNG instance from the NSDB.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising:

when health data for the particular vBNG in-
stance of the plurality of vBNG instances is not
received within the threshold time, outputting,
by the NRM, to the NICM, an instruction to de-
stroy the particular vBNG instance; and
outputting, by the NICM, to an edge router of the
one or more edge routers that provisioned the
particular instance, an instruction to delete the
particular vBNG instance in response to receiv-
ing the instruction to destroy the particular vBNG
instance.

7. A broadband network gateway (BNG) controller that
manages virtual BNG (vBNG) instances, the BNG

controller comprising:

a memory;
one or more processors in communication with
the memory;
a network subscriber database (NSDB) config-
ured to store vBNG instance information for one
or more subscriber devices, the vBNG instance
information specifying a plurality of vBNG in-
stances operable by one or more edge routers,
wherein the plurality of vBNG instances are con-
figured to receive requests to access service
provider services from the one or more subscrib-
er devices and to selectively authenticate the
one or more subscriber devices for network
services based on authentication information in-
cluded in the requests to access services pro-
vider services; and
one or more core applications operable by the
one or more processors, wherein the one or
more core applications include a network in-
stance and configuration manager (NICM) con-
figured to modify the vBNG instance information
to include an additional vBNG instance to be
added to the plurality of vBNG instances and to
output, to an edge router of the one or more edge
routers, an instruction to generate the additional
vBNG instance at the edge router.

8. The BNG controller of claim 7, comprising means for
performing any of the methods of claims 2-6.

9. A method comprising:

receiving, by a broadband network gateway
(BNG) virtual machine manager operable by
one or more processors of an edge router, from
a BNG controller, an instruction to generate a
virtual BNG (vBNG) instance; and
generating, by the BNG virtual machine manag-
er, the vBNG instance at the edge router to pro-
vision one or more vBNG instances operable by
the one or more processors in response to the
instruction;
receiving, by the one or more vBNG instances
operable by the one or more processors, a re-
quest to access service provider services from
one or more subscriber devices; and
selectively authenticating, by the one or more
vBNG instances, the one or more subscriber de-
vices based on authentication information in-
cluded in the requests to access services pro-
vider services.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising:
in response to determining, by a particular vBNG in-
stance of the one or more vBNG instances, that the
vBNG instance does not have enough computational
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resources to process a subscriber login from a sub-
scriber device of the one or more subscriber devices:

outputting, by the particular vBNG instance, a
notification to the BNG controller indicating a
lack of computational resources; and
outputting, by the particular vBNG instance, a
rejection message to the subscriber device.

11. The method of any combination of claims 9-10, fur-
ther comprising:

periodically advertising, by each vBNG instance
of the one or more vBNG instances, subscriber
information to the BNG controller;
receiving, by each vBNG instance of the one or
more vBNG instances, load balancing credit in-
formation from the BNG controller; and
determining, by each vBNG instance of the one
or more vBNG instances, whether to receive the
request to access service provider services
based on the load balancing credit information.

12. The method of any combination of claims 9-11, fur-
ther comprising:
periodically outputting, by each vBNG instance of
the one or more vBNG instances, network health in-
formation to the BNG controller.

13. The method of any combination of claims 9-12, fur-
ther comprising:

receiving, by the BNG virtual machine manager,
from the BNG controller, an instruction to de-
stroy a particular vBNG instance of the one or
more vBNG instances; and
destroying, by the BNG virtual machine manag-
er, the particular vBNG instance in response to
the instruction to destroy the particular vBNG
instance.

14. The method of any combination of claims 9-13,
wherein each vBNG instance of the one or more
vBNG instances is further configured to:

receive configuration updates from a network in-
stance and configuration manager (NICM) of the
BNG controller;
exchange security related information with the
NICM;
receive updates from a unified network security
management (UNSM) of the BNG controller;
receive load balancing credit information from a
network load balancer (NLB) of the BNG con-
troller; or
synchronize a local database with a network
subscriber database (NSDB) of the BNG con-
troller.

15. An edge router comprising:

a memory;
one or more processors in communication with
the memory;
a broadband network gateway (BNG) virtual ma-
chine manager operable by the one or more
processors and configured to receive, from a
BNG controller, an instruction to generate a vir-
tual BNG (vBNG) instance and, in response to
the instruction, generate the vBNG instance to
provision one or more vBNG instances at the
edge router; and
one or more vBNG instances operable by the
one or more processors and configured to re-
ceive a request to access service provider serv-
ices from one or more subscriber devices, and
selectively authenticate the one or more sub-
scriber devices based on authentication infor-
mation included in the requests to access serv-
ices provider services.
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